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T H E LIBRARY W O R L D . 169 

THE SOCIAL ASPECT OF THE PUBLIC 
LIBRARY MOVEMENT. 

By FRED HAWORTH, Reference Library, Manchester. 
○ ○ ○ 

DESPITE the critics who arise to condemn the onward march of 
the Public Library movement there can be little doubt that 
after the settling process has been gone through it will be more 

seriously reckoned with as a factor within our social evolution than at 
present; and meantime it were well to remember that fine definition of 
Dickens in regard to the Public Libraries of fifty years ago, and to see 
whether it was a prophecy or a realisation when he said, " It is grand 
to know that . . . the immortal mechanism of God's own hand, the 
mind, is not forgotten in the din and uproar, but is lodged and tended 
in a palace of its own." Let us extend the meaning and see how the 
Public Library movement has grafted itself upon the mind of the great 
public by whom it is supported, and how it stands in regard to the 
authorities by whom it is controlled, and then, taking this position, let 
us ask the two questions : " How does it express itself popularly, and 
do people look at it in the light which Dickens did? " 

We know something, apart from book issues, of the way it expresses 
itself popularly, which is chiefly through reports, statistics, monthly 
periodical publications, and occasional press notices, though these last 
are not very frequent. Yet to read through the annual reports of 
Public Libraries is not only disappointing, if we expect anything more 
than a reference to the existence of the library, its statistics and general 
working, but is also significant of the position which the movement is 
at present content to occupy. For the most part there is not the 
slightest attempt to bring before the public mind the high purposes for 
which the libraries stand; more and more they seem to slip into a 
formula-like notice of how much fiction has been read, what is the per
centage issued of other classes of literature, and what has been the cost 
of the upkeep. Generally speaking, no attempt is made to estimate 
the value of the library beyond this, and the effect is much the same 
as if some professor of chemistry demonstrated the constituents of the 
human body, even to the minutest details, and regarded as of secondary 
mportance the fundamental force which makes it a living organism. 

So in reading reports. Out of eight selected at random, one expressed 
tself in absolute bald statement of statistics, the other six corresponded 
to the description given, and only one recognized the true relation of 
the library to its readers and the necessity for an appeal to the citizen
ship and fellowship of its borrowers : this is the report of the Worcester 
Public Library, Massachusetts. It says, amongst other things: 

" In a growing city like Worcester, having a citizenship noted for 
its mechanical ingenuity and general intelligence, a Public Library has 
an ever-increasing patronage, and in this community there is a great 
demand for books upon scientific and mechanical subjects, while of 
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170 T H E L I B R A R Y W O R L D . 

late years the call for books printed in foreign languages has increased. 
As far as it has been possible, within the means placed at our disposal, 
the Directors have sought to meet the wishes of the library users, and 
there is now on our shelves a very fair collection of books printed in 
foreign languages, designed for the uses of adults, who cannot reason
ably be expected to learn a new literature ; but we have not purchased, 
and it has not been the policy of the Board to purchase, books for 
children printed in any other language than English. . . To be valuable 
a library must have on its shelves the records of intellectual develop
ment in whatever field of work it may be exhibited, and Worcester 
people expect to have this. . . . The Board of Directors are perfectly 
content to do the work assigned them within any appropriation which 
seems best to the City Government to provide, but we invoke for the 
Library, and its requirements, the careful and kindly consideration of 
those charged with the administration of our city's affairs, in the full 
confidence that money properly and intelligently spent in the support 
of a free library is a good investment, both now and for the future, and 
we will do our part to make that investment yield satisfactory returns." 

Perhaps that is not ideal: it is more American than English, 
certainly, but on the whole does it not seem strange that reports should 
consistently ignore the vital and close relationship between the city life 
and the city libraries? Whatever we may think of the reports of places 
like Birmingham, Liverpool, or Manchester, where one expects a certain 
reserve on account of the cosmopolitan nature of their inhabitants, what 
shall we think of this attitude in smaller places, particularly manufac
turing towns, where depression of trade affects the issue of books in an 
almost personal manner? One can only hope that the Public Libraries 
of a decade hence will more heartily recognize their interdependence 
with civic life, and strive in every way to come into completer 
harmony. 

Leaving reports, however, and taking a corresponding number of 
monthly publications, we find, on the contrary, that in every way these 
bright little magazines tend to deepen the sympathy between the public 
and the libraries. Not only do they give helpful book-lists, but each in 
its own way recognizes the requirements of its borrowers, and caters 
accordingly: reading suggestions are freely given, notes of special local 
and historical interest are made out, and in other ways there is a 
patient grappling with circumstances all to the advantage of the bor
rower. And this is just as it should be. For after all, at the present 
day, Public Libraries are a definite expression by the community not 
only of continued education and recreation, but also of ideals and 
culture. No one would ever dream of suggesting that the only func
tions of such libraries are to supply news and conduce to the 
commercial prosperity of a place. True, these are recognized, and 
known to be good, but we now rather think that what Public Libraries 
are most connected with is the recognition that man does not live by 
bread alone, but that human nature feels the need of some great 
ennobling influence which shall lift it up and help it towards the living of 
a higher life. Surely, towards this end, Public Libraries may do much! 
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T H E LIBRARY W O R L D . 171 

And now to turn back to the origin of Public Libraries: to see 
what was the motive power determining their existence, what they 
expressed at their birth, and what was the unconscious desire of their 
founders. If we press these points we shall see they really have very 
little to do with the library movement of to day; so different are the 
times we live in from the turbulence, distress, and mental anxiety 
amongst the working classes then : for it was the time when Chartism 
was rife and when Sir Robert Peel was valiantly endeavouring to repeal 
the Corn Laws, and had very largely succeeded in ameliorating them to 
the advantage of the people. What, then, did Public Libraries mean, 
and what were their originators struggling for? Many things that we 
appear, for the moment, to have lost sight of, and many things happily 
solved by the social reform of the past; but let us hear a Chartist 
speak : we need no introduction—Alton Locke, the tailor: " My great 
desire was to get knowledge. But where to get the books? In a 
street through which I used to walk homeward was an old bookshop, 
piled and fringed outside and in with books of every age, size, and 
colour. And here I at last summoned courage to stop, and timidly 
and stealthily taking out some volume whose title attracted me, snatch 
hastily a few pages and hasten on, half fearful of being called upon to 
purchase, half ashamed of a desire which I fancied everyone else con
sidered as unlawful as my mother did. One evening I fell accidentally 
on a new book, ' The life and poems of J. Bethune'; I opened the 
story of his life and there I stood—I know not how long—on the 
greasy pavement, heedless of the passers by who thrust me right and 
left, leading by the flaring gaslight that sad history of labour, sorrow 
and death. How the Highland cotter, in spite of disease, penury, 
starvation itself, and the daily struggle to earn his bread by digging and 
ditching, educated himself—how he toiled unceasingly with his hands 
—how he wrote his poems in secret on dirty scraps of paper and old 
leaves of books—how thus he wore himself out, manful and godly, 
' bating not a jot of heart or hope,' till the weak flesh would bear no 
more; and the noble spirit, unrecognised by the lord of the soil, 
returned to the God who gave it! I slept in a little lean-to garret at 
the back of the house, some ten feet long by six wide. I could just 
stand upright against the inner wall, while the roof on the other side 
ran down to the floor. Such was my only study. . . Perhaps I have 
lived long enough—longer than many a grey-headed man. And might 
not those days of mine then have counted as months ?—those days 
when, before starting forth to walk two miles to the shop at six o'clock 
in the morning, I sat some three or four hours shivering on my bed, 
putting myself into cramped and painful postures, my eyes aching over 
the page, my feet wrapped up in the bed-clothes, to keep them from 
the miserable pain of the cold; longing, watching, dawn after dawn, 
for the kind summer mornings, when I should need no candlelight. 
Look at the picture awhile, you comfortable folk, who take down from 
your shelves what books you like best at the moment, and then lie 
back amid prints and statuettes to grow wise in an easy chair. The 
lower classes uneducated ! Perhaps you would be so too if learning 
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172 T H E LIBRARY W O R L D . 

cost you the privation which it costs some of them." Fortunately that 
deprivation of books, whatever may be said of the poverty, no longer 
exists for the Alton Lockes of to-day, if there be any. But, for awhile, 
let us look at a picture, a double picture, the one we have before us 
now: the relation of the Chartist working classes, and that of the 
present day working classes, to the Public Library movement. In the 
first case want and despair led them to seek knowledge, as a mighty 
instrument by which they could carry out their reforms, and enter into 
the regions of the educated. No wonder their moving spirit founded 
Public Libraries, for nothing daunted their courage in those awful days 
of oppression. Now the cry goes out that the working classes are all 
too fond of reading novels, and are become effeminate judged by the 
standard of their forefathers. Undeniably some of this is true; but 
what are the causes ? Surely it were ill-judged, without fully consider
ing the reasons, to rush rashly to the conclusion that Public Library 
reading is hopeless ? But yet, qualify the statement how we will, we 
are confronted with the fact that times have changed so far as the eager 
thirst for knowledge is concerned, and that to-day there is not the same 
grit displayed in that direction which was more common one or two 
generations ago. This has been largely effected by the passing of the 
Reform and the earlier Education Acts, and because the industrial 
condition of the people is better; no longer do they need to fight their 
various masters at such great odds, and these operations must largely 
have released the impelling necessity for struggling eagerly with ele
mentary knowledge as a political and social factor. With the release 
has come the inevitable reaction. Again, when we reflect that a great 
influx from agricultural districts into cities and towns took place two 
and three generations ago, bringing with it perhaps more robust health 
and greater vigour than is displayed by their descendants, we see that 
it is in some respects quite unfair, in a collective sense, to compare the 
physical health of three-generation city life with that of those sturdier 
sons of the soil. Perhaps it is futile to expect mill-hands, factory-
hands, or even clerks, to battle with educational difficulties with the 
same power their stronger forebears did, and indeed their problem is of 
quite a different—though no less difficult—order, although needing a 
similar organizing force as its remedy. In this respect it is well to 
remember the words of Sir James Crichton Browne, spoken at the 
Manchester Free Library Jubilee : " I would be far from urging that 
our working people should hurry from the factory and bench to the 
free library to engage in arduous and serious study, for that would be 
setting up a new strain on their nerve energies. I do maintain, how
ever, that rest and enjoyment can be found in the free library, that 
workers can there find repose, especially in the realms of imaginative 
literature, better than soothing draughts, and may have stirred in them 
those pleasurable emotions that contribute to appetite and good diges
tion and to nutrition, and that actually soothe and harmonize the brain. 
It is a lamentable fact to which we can no longer shut our eyes, that 
insanity is increasing amongst us at a portentous rate, and I need 
scarcely tell you it is a most grievous public burden, and a source of 
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incalculable private sorrow and suffering: zymotic diseases, infectious 
diseases, or bacterial diseases are having their mortality reduced, but 
the mortality from the wear-and-tear disease is going up. The lives of 
infants and children are saved in great numbers, but men and women 
past middle life are dying as fast, aye, perhaps faster, than ever. The 
free libraries, I again say, may in this way contribute to the main
tenance of the public health. It is as wholesome purveyors of whole-
some mental food that our free libraries may do their hygienic work, 
but the food they purvey will not be of much avail unless there is time 
in which to eat it, and brain power left with which to assimilate it." 

If Sir James Crichton Browne's statement be true, that a large 
portion of our city population is suffering from nervous disorders and 
brain fatigue, then it is very obviously useless to expect a rejuvenation 
of the desire for knowledge in the manner that was characteristic of our 
grandfathers ; and it becomes evident that the problem of satisfactory 
reading must be taken on grounds different from the mere assumption 
that people have opportunities but do not use them. The eminent 
physician's reading of this problem almost tempts one to say that 
nothing can be done, and leave the matter alone. But is it not more 
likely that certain educational levers, to this end, are left untouched in 
more directions than one? It is easy to say such a result is the 
inevitable outcome of certain conditions, but that explains, or rather 
helps, nothing. What are the controllers of Public Libraries them
selves doing to acknowledge the truth of this problem and to make an 
attempt to grapple with it? The actual social conditions of the people 
hardly seem to justify accepting apathy and indifference instead of 
earnestness and the definite working for a certain object, nor does 
physical deterioration seem to have had the enervating effect some 
pessimists would urge, even when judged by the last Government 
return on the subject. No, the more we go into it, the more we see 
that, though working with a vastly different material from that of a 
century and a half ago, there is sufficient vigour to draw out many 
splendid qualities, such as would have been impossible with the less 
socialized people before mentioned, and which will probably compare 
very favourably with the proletarian classes of any time. How is it, 
then, that under more favourable conditions for development, this 
problem presents itself when it might legitimately have been least 
expected? Putting aside the complex influences of present indus
trialism, as being too many to deal with, is it not very largely in the 
widespread deadening of ideals, and the subjection of the will to the 
mere expression of amusement, or the desire for amusement, whether 
in music-hall, theatre, football or cricket-field? In a word, cannot the 
attitude of mind in regard to the higher phases of Public Libraries, art, 
literature, and science be summed up in the one word—indifference? 
Nowhere does there seem to be a large-hearted linking of human life 
and purpose similar to that which the impassioned word Chartism 
inspired in its followers: and so long as this continues the Public 
Libraries will lack the enthusiastic votaries they wait and hope for. No 
one denies that Public Libraries are well used, but it must be confessed 
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174 T H E LIBRARY W O R L D . 

that the majority of the working classes do not understand how to 
exploit libraries and librarians to their greatest advantage, nor receive 
adequate worth for their collective contributions in money, simply on 
this account. But what are the administrators concerned doing, or 
those who might be concerned, to remedy this state of affairs? Surely 
not so much as their position justifies or demands. One does not see 
carefully worked-out explanatory lectures, on a psychological basis, 
written to meet the special requirements of different districts and com
prehending the habits or difficulties of the people resident in such 
districts, in order to raise the appreciation, and conduce to, the 
educational advantages of the Public Library. One hardly finds 
addresses being given on subjects of local interest, or even the connec
tion of districts with national and civic life. Such instruction might be 
given in a perfectly natural way, and need not necessarily be done by 
the library authorities if public spirit were well alive and the educational 
authorities in sympathy. 

Ultimately the problem appears to lie in two ways. Either the 
people are sick and need curing, as Sir James Crichton Browne urges, 
by a wise overlooking of the laws that control them, and the ameliora
tion of social difficulties that prevent their healthy development, such 
being clearly the work of legislators and town councils; or else, as 
suggested, it is a moral apathy, born of a natural reaction and solidify
ing into inaction. If the latter be nearer the true solution then the 
necessity evidently exists of well-regulated propaganda work, on the one 
hand, to stimulate the minds of people into healthy intellectual activity, 
and on the other a better attempt to bring librarians and assistants into 
closer and truer relations with borrowers and readers. This can only 
be done by acknowledging Public Libraries as a more potent factor in 
the development of culture and education. The timidity of librarians 
in posing as educators is a bad sign in view of the work which remains 
to be done. In part this is doubtless due to the known incompetence 
of many librarians as educators, and partly also because a librarian often 
considers that his pay, as such, does not demand the qualifications of 
a teacher, and offers no adequate remuneration in this direction, if he 
happens to possess them. And yet one can only see the full usefulness 
of Public Libraries coming into operation when it is recognized that 
not any kind of man will do for this important work, even in small 
places ; but that at least the librarian must be as capable as his friend, 
the teacher, and put upon the same scale of pay; and also that 
deliberate training for a well-defined end should be aimed at. With 
the passing away of payment by results and the increasing of the 
teacher's rate of pay, no one doubts that in consequence more efficient 
work is done in our schools both by teachers and children; but, alas ! 
Public Libraries still struggle under the definition "payment by 
results,"which is shown by the persistent publishing of statistics rather 
than comments on the effects of reading and study upon the education, 
culture, and morals of the people. 
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LIBRARIES AND LIBRARIANS. 
○ ○ ○ 

[Special notes of general interest are invited for this department.] 

Aberystwyth.—The claim of this town to become the seat of the 
proposed Welsh National Library was energetically advocated at a 
meeting convened by the University College and the Town Council on 
December 13th. The Western Mail states: "Principal Roberts said 
gifts of books and manuscripts from all parts of the country had been 
steadily pouring into the Welsh library at Aberystwyth for many years. 
There were also promises of collections of books and manuscripts of 
the utmost rarity and value which, when they were fulfilled, would 
make the library at Aberystwyth beyond all comparison the richest 
library in Welsh literature in existence. No authority charged with the 
settlement of the question of the National Library could reject the 
claims of the Aberystwyth Library. Even if they were not recognized, 
the position would be that they would have a library superior to the 
National Library. He thought it would be a calamity if these great 
resources of the national life of Wales were carried bodily and placed 
in some great centre of population in Glamorganshire or elsewhere.— 
Mr. A. J. Hughes said the subscriptions already amounted to £2,300, 
of which £1,262 had been contributed locally." 

In the Building News of December 23rd is a view of the 
design prepared by Mr. W. G. Paybon for the Public Library of the 
town ; we hope, shortly to refer again for the clever adaptation of the 
plan to the difficulties of the situation. 
Aldershot.—The Literary and Debating Society has presented to 
the Council a resolution calling attention to the lack of a library, 
and requesting that the Act should be adopted. The Council's recep
tion of the proposal was not such as to indicate any present action in 
the desired direction. 
Auckland (New Zealand) —The colonial press voices much dis
satisfaction with the Public Library, and in the Auckland Star appeared 
a long and able letter from Dr. R. H. Bakewell, from which we make 
a few extracts, regretting that space will not allow of the insertion of 
many of his remarks, pertinent not to the Auckland Library alone. 
After regretting that the control of the library should be in the hands of 
an illiterate body, the doctor says: "I have absolutely nothing but praise 
for the library staff; their courtesy, attention to their duties, and know
ledge of the contents of the library cannot be surpassed. But they are 
human, not superhuman, and they are distinctly overworked, and too 
few in number to be capable of doing justice to the really fine collection 
of books of which they have charge. . . . The reference library should 
be made a place for study—not a lounging place for idle people to go 
to sleep in with a book before them as a blind, and not a mere reading-
room for the perusal of magazines and newspapers, and not a convenient 
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176 T H E LIBRARY W O R L D . 

place for ladies with small families to drop in for rest and refreshment. 
I have seen maternal nutriment administered to a baby at the ladies' 
table. Nor should it be a place for boys and girls of the adjacent 
public school to drop in at their luncheon time and read novels."—At 
a special sub-committee the Rev. T. F. Robertson's motion for weeding 
out useless and pernicious books was agreed to ; also, if found practic
able, the fumigation of the library, and of books returned from readers. 

Birkdale.— Dr. Carnegie's gift of £5,000 has enabled this Lancashire 
town to press forward the erection of the Public Library, the foundation-
stone being laid on December 17th. Mr. Weld-Blundill, Lord of the 
Manor, has promised £1,000 towards a library in Birkdale South. 

Birkenhead.—Dr. Carnegie's offer of £20,000 towards the exten
sion of the Birkenhead Libraries was briefly mentioned in our last issue. 
We have now received information that the gift is divided thus :— 
£15,000 for a new central library and £2,500 for each of two new 
branch libraries. Various stipulations accompany the gift, one 
being that the buildings shall be entirely devoted to the public service 
(which appears to bar the residence of the librarian on the premises), 
another that the sites be provided without burdening the library rate. 
The new buildings will be erected without undue delay, and when these 
are opened Birkenhead will possess no less than six Public Libraries. 

Bolton.—We extract the following with reference to the meeting 
of the Town Council on December 7th: " T h e condition of the free 
libraries is a burning question at Bolton, and a long discussion of the 
whole subject arose at the meeting on a report of the Libraries Com
mittee, in which they unanimously recommended that the election of an 
assistant should be confirmed by the Council as essential to the interests 
of the libraries. A councillor complained that the committee had not 
brought forward a complete scheme of reorganisation. He commented 
adversely on there being a subscription library in connection with the 
Public Library, remarking that the former made the latter twelve months 
behind, as they had to wait that period for the books." 

Bridgwater.—The Building News had recently an illustration of 
the design selected for the Public Library. The building is to stand in 
a public park, overlooking the River Parrett, the position commanding 
a view of the bridge and river embankment. The main entrance, by a 
circular porch, is placed at an angle of the walls, an arrangement which 
hardly commends itself on the plan, but we understand there are 
sufficient reasons for the peculiarity. The public rooms are all on the 
ground floor, the newspaper room (41-ft. 3-in. by 25-ft.) occupying the 
best position. The reference room (21-ft. by 17-ft. 6-in.) is wisely 
placed in a retired position. 

Bristol.—It has been suggested that the Cardiff method of setting 
up libraries in elementary schools should be adopted by the Bristol 
Library. Mr. Norris Matthews has undertaken to report to the com
mittee on the feasibility and cost of the scheme. 
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Burntisland.—According to local news the committee is in the 
curious difficulty about the erection of the new library that the site is 
too small to provide space to spend all the money upon! 
Cambridge.—Westminster College has been enriched by the gift of 
a portion of Dr. Paton's valuable library. The object of the donor is to 
provide for the loan of books to ministers and students throughout the 
country. We gather from the Presbyterian that a fund is to be raised 
to defray the cost of carriage on books to and from borrowers. 
Chelmsford.—After years of effort on the part of Alderman F. Chan
cellor, and other gentlemen of literary taste and enlightened mind, the 
Borough determined on the erection of a Public Library, and on 
December 21st Lord Rayleigh, the eminent scientist, laid the found
ation-stone of the buildings, which will comprise, in addition to the 
Public Library, a Science and Art School, and a Museum. We 
congratulate Mr. Chancellor on the attainment of his long cherished 
wish. Towards the cost of building Dr. Carnegie contributes £2,500. 
Chirnside.—Mr. P. Carnegie has been appointed librarian in Chirnside 
reading-room and library, in succession to Mr. J. Robertson, resigned. 
Coedpoeth.—This populous village near Wrexham has now a Public 
Library, the opening ceremony having taken place on Dec. 12th. 
Darwen.—The present Public Library buildings will probably be 
utilised for the purposes of the Technical School, if the ratepayers do 
not reject the proposal to erect a new building for the accommodation 
of the library, which has outgrown its present quarters. Dr. Carnegie 
having offered £8,000 towards the cost of the library, it is expected 
that the matter will proceed. 
Deganwy.—This pleasant place, situated on the northern side of 
the river, and now included within the bounds of the borough of 
Conway, has been enriched by the presentation of a building for the 
purposes of a Public Library and reading-room. Mr. C. J. Wallace 
and his sister are the donors. 
Dunfermline.—Professor Baldwin-Brown protests, in the Times, against 
the proposal of the Carnegie Trust to destroy old buildings close to, 
and harmonizing with, the Abbey Church, in order to erect a library on 
the site. Profoundly interested in the library movement, we yet view 
with deep regret the destruction of any ancient buildings, for many 
such are indeed object-lessons of no little value, even to make room for 
a brand-new library. 
Dysart.—The library of the Mechanics' Institute is receiving another 
large addition, through the aid of the Normand bequest. 
Hartlepool.—The Public Library Committee reports that Dr. Car
negie's gift of £5,000 has "provided a magnificent building that 
will serve all the purposes for which it may be required for many years 
to come. The committee have also taken steps, at the suggestion and 
under the guidance of the Town Clerk, that have enabled them to 
have the building absolutely clear of rates, an important matter when 
the limited income is considered." 
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178 T H E L I B R A R Y W O R L D . 

Inverurie.—The Town Council some time since accepted £1,500 
from Dr. Carnegie for a proposed library. Now, however, the majority 
of the Council decline to proceed with the work owing to the burden 
of local rates. Exactly how the curious position will be treated is at 
present uncertain. 

Islington.—The Public Libraries Committee received forty-three 
applications for the post of chief librarian of this important borough, 
and on Dec. 16th selected Mr. James Duff Brown, the well-known 
chief librarian of the borough of Finsbury. As the libraries, to be 
established through Dr. Carnegie's bounty, have yet to be formed, 
arranged and organized, the work of the committee will be severe, but 
we doubt not that they will find Mr. Brown's experience and capacity 
for strenuous labour invaluable in accomplishing their objects. We 
are pleased to find that the Islington Borough Council has realized 
the immense value of scientific classification, and has appointed an 
officer whose name is a guarantee for efficiency and thoroughness. 

Lampeter.—For the library of St. David's College has been secured 
the large (and, from a Welsh point, most important) collection, 
accumulated during many years by the Rev. D. H. Davies, of Cenarth. 
The college library is already one of the most valuable in Wales, and 
with the additions now purchased it will probably be the richest in 
theological books. Welsh bibles and hymn-books are very strongly 
represented, and an important collection is that of Welsh ballads, 
including many folk-songs of South Wales. 

Littlehampton.—Dr. Carnegie's offer of £2,500 seems to provide 
sufficient funds to enable the Library Committee of the Council to 
recommend the acceptance of the surveyor's specification. If the 
recommendation be accepted, an effort is to be made to employ local 
labour as far as possible. 

Paisley.—Additional space has been secured in the Public Library 
and Museum by the important addition of a new east wing. The 
new rooms are lighted from the roof, and in a portion of the first 
story is a reading-room for ladies, the boys being accommodated on the 
same floor. 

Penge.—The difficult question of the erasion of betting news from 
papers was forcibly raised by Mr. Walford at the council meeting on 
December 20th, in a motion that the library committee be instructed 
to take steps to blot out all starting-prices and such like news. The 
proposal was negatived by a large majority. 

Perth.—The temperature in the Sandeman Library is the subject 
of a letter by a ratepayer. We draw attention to his point, which is 
that 60° of heat should be maintained; much less temperature being 
injurious to those constantly engaged in the building, and tending to 
empty the reference room of those who would otherwise frequent it at 
this season. 
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Peterborough.—A portrait, in oil painting, of the late Archbishop 
Magee, formerly Bishop of Peterborough, which has been deposited in 
the Public Library, has a curious history. A huge box arrived at the 
palace of the present bishop; whence it came no one knew, and on 
opening it there was found this painting, framed in massive fashion, 
8-ft. long and proportionately broad. 

Pontypool.—Dr. Carnegie has come to the rescue, and there is 
now every likelihood of the realization of the desire for a Public 
Library. The difficulty, when an application was made two years ago, 
was that the amount produceable by a penny rate would be too small 
for the up-keep, but after putting before Dr. Carnegie the exceptional 
circumstances existing at Pontypool—among others, that it served a 
very large part of the surrounding districts—he has now acceded to the 
request, with the result that £2,000 will be given if the Act be adopted 
and a site for building provided. 

Prestatyn.—We gather from the Rhyl Journal that a feeling exists 
in favour of obtaining a Public Library, and it is not unlikely that 
Dr. Carnegie will be appealed to for assistance in providing the 
necessary ways and means. 

Ripon.—At a special meeting of the City Council, the Town Clerk 
read correspondence with Dr. Carnegie's' secretary, upon which the 
committee decided to recommend that owing to financial circumstances, 
in view of the increase of rates, the application should be withdrawn. 

Rowley.—Dr. Carnegie having made a conditional offer of £5,000 
for providing libraries, the Council will meet to discuss the matter this 
month. 

Runcorn.—Dr. Carnegie having promised to present £3,000 to 
the Public Library, the Urban District Council unanimously passed a 
vote of thanks accepting the gift, as the premises at present occupied 
by the library are quite inadequate for the purpose. The library has 
existed for over twenty years. 

St. Helens.—Probably no other library committee can boast of a 
chairman who has attained his eighty-ninth birthday, has occupied the 
chair for thirty-three years, and yet retains his active interest in the 
welfare of the library. The Mayor of St. Helens, at the last meeting, 
expressed the general feeling towards Mr. H. R. Lacey, and the 
Library World would add its tribute of good wishes to the veteran 
chairman. 

Spalding.—We gather from the local press that Dr. Carnegie's 
offer of £800 for a Public Library is not regarded by all the inhabi-
tants of this little Lincolnshire town as an unmixed blessing. Stormy 
scenes took place at a December meeting of the Urban Council, the 
opponents of the movement having taken a poll of the town, which 
showed a large majority against adding to the rates by accepting the 
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180 T H E LIBRARY W O R L D . 

conditions accompanying Dr. Carnegie's offer. As the Council had, at a 
previous meeting, decided on adopting the Public Libraries Act, further 
developments are awaited. 
Sunderland.—Dr. Carnegie's offer to provide three branch libraries 
is under the consideration of the Museum and Library Committee, 
and will probably be accepted if the matter meets with the finance 
committee's support. At the annual meeting Alderman Burns was 
re-elected chairman, and Councillor Hindmarch vice-chairman of the 
Museum and Library Committee. 

Swansea.—With no uncertain voice the ratepayers of Swansea have 
declined Dr. Carnegie's offer of £8,000 for the establishment of branch 
libraries involving an extra half-penny rate. Probably no more over
whelming defeat could have been suffered, as, out of 13,724 who 
voted, 10,605 polled against the creation of branch libraries. Yet if 
prophecy were allowable in these columns, we should say the branch 
libraries will come! 

Torquay.—The Town Council has passed a resolution "to press 
forward with the utmost possible speed the commencement and erection 
of the proposed new Public Library, for the purpose of employing the 
building operatives now out of work in the borough." The total cost 
of this new Carnegie Library is not to exceed £7,500. 
Watford.—A petition having been presented to the Public Library 
Committee, pleading for the Sunday opening of the reading and 
reference rooms, it was decided to invite the public to express an 
opinion by signing a document for or against the proposal. 
Wednesbury.—Mr. T. Stanley, the librarian, is to be congratulated 
on having been to a large extent the initiator of the application 
to Dr. Carnegie, which, though previously declined, has resulted in 
the promise of £5,000, upon conditions which the Town Council is 
quite ready to accept. 
Westhoughton.—The Building News of December 9th gave a 
picture of the design selected for the new library as prepared by the 
architects. It will apparently be a solid and commodious building of 
brick and terracotta, but as no scale appears on the plan, the size of the 
reading room, lending library, &c., is to us an unknown quantity. 

Whitchurch, near Cardiff.—A Public Library, erected largely 
through Dr. Carnegie's munificence, was opened on December 14th. 
The management will be under the control of the Parish Council, which 
has already obtained about 1,300 books as a start. 

Woolwich.—Dr. Carnegie's gift of £9,000, supplemented by 
£5,000 from other sources, enabled the Borough Council to provide a 
library adequate to the accommodation of some 20,000 volumes, with 
newsroom, reference room, and other necessary adjuncts of a modern 
library, together with a residence for the librarian. 
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Mr. Cecil T. Davis, Librarian of Wandsworth, on December 
10th, gave an interesting lecture on "French Settlers in England," 
illustrated by lantern slides, at the afternoon " At H o m e " of L'Entente 
Cordiale, at the Langham Hotel, London, Sir A. K. Rollitt, M.P., being 
in the chair. 

Mr. Frank Dallimore, formerly Senior Assistant at the Mitchell 
Library, Glasgow, has been appointed Sub-librarian at Wimbledon 
Public Library. Mr. Dallimore has taken six prizes of the Library 
Assistants' Association, including Mr. MacAlister's first prize, and has 
passed the Library Association examination in Cataloguing, Classifica
tion, and Bibliography. 

THE LIBRARY PRESS. 
○ ○ ○ 

AN article by Mr. Ernest A. Savage on the principles of " Book 
Selection" is the most important item in the December Library 
Assistant. In his opinion book selection is the most onerous 

duty librarians are called upon to perform. It is also the beginning 
and the end of the librarian's critical function, and to no small extent 
should determine the reading of a community. He considers the 
importance of classification in selection; the advisability of obtaining 
breadth of view by reading reviews in journals covering the whole 
ground of the classification ; the necessity of discrimination in reading 
reviews ; the utility of signifying degrees of approval; and the neces
sity of finally selecting with due regard to the proportionate representation 
of the various classes of literature. There is also the first part of a 
paper on " T h e Display and Filing of Periodicals" by F. J. P. 
Burgoyne. 

The November Library Association Record opens with Alderman 
Newton's conference paper on " The Elevating Influence of Public 
Libraries." He mentions the early idea, common with certain classes 
of people, that the Public Library was intended to replace the public-
house ; and goes on to say " it is probably to this early evangelism 
that much of the prejudice is due with which Public Libraries are Still 
regarded. There are yet to be found many people who would almost 
as soon be seen frequenting public-houses as Public Libraries. Catch 
phrases and prejudices die hard. They are a remnant of the wrong 
notion that Public Libraries are a sort of mechanics' institution or 
parish library, writ large, and those who hold them do not realise that 
in this, as in many other matters, the spirit of progress is on the march ; 
and that the Public Library is taking its position as an educational 
force." He then proceeds, by means of statistical and other indica
tions of continuous progress in all parts of the country, to prove 
his words. Mr. L. Acland Taylor contributes a paper on " T h e 
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182 T H E L I B R A R Y W O R L D . 

Reference Library." He treats the question from the statistical, theo
retical, and from the practical points of view, and gives a very good 
idea of the place the reference department should fill in library work. 
A preliminary report of the Library Association committee on " Public 
Education and Public Libraries" is also contained in the number. It 
comprises thirty suggestions arranged under headings such as " Co-
operation with the Local Education Authority," " Co-operation with 
University Extension Centres," with the " National Home Reading 
Union," " Library Organisation," &c. Four lists of the " Best Books 
of 1903 " are given : Bibliography and library science, by B. Kettle; 
Science, by L. W. Fulcher; Poetry, by Anthony K. Gill; and Music, 
by Jas. Duff Brown. 

The Library Journal for November contains a long article by 
George E. Vincent on " T h e Library and the Social Memory," dealing 
with the development of the library movement in America. There is 
yet another paper on the long-suffering library assistant; " The Library 
Assistant Once More : a Plea for our Professional Ideal," by Julia E. 
Pettee, which deals with " the ideal of service, the spirit which sees an 
uplifting influence upon society in the general library movement of to-day, 
which has some conception of the individual library as an efficient 
factor in the world's work along these lines." By-the-way, it may be 
noted that the assistant is referred to as "she," while the librarian 
appears as " he." " Difficulties found in the Cataloguing of Portraits," 
"Trade Catalogs, Circulars, &c., in Public Libraries," and " A Private 
Business Library and Information Bureau" are some of the short 
articles. There is also a part of President Angell's address delivered 
at the dedication of the Ryerson Public Library, and a description of 
that library. 

" T h e Earliest Water-Marks" form the subject of an article by 
Friedrich Keinz in the October Literary Collector. After outlining the 
history of the water-mark, he describes some facsimiles of represent
ative examples which he supplies. George F. Carter waxes enthusiastic 
over "Thoreau: the Great Transcendentalist." " I n Henry David 
Thoreau we have indeed a dreamer, who took all the universe for his 
province; it mattered little that his actual world was bounded by a 
most limited periphery with Concord as its hub. A dreamer he must 
indeed seem to all that vast throng whose ambitions in this life are 
limited by the metes and bounds of material prosperity; and yet 
assuredly no man in Concord worked harder or with more definite aims 
than Thoreau." 

La Bibliofilia for July—September opens with an illustrated 
account of early French printing. The Petrarch manuscript in the 
Vittorio Emanuele library is described at length with several very good 
facsimiles, and the text is also given. The illustrated catalogue of the 
"collection Pétrarquesque " is continued by Leo S. Olschki, and the 
catalogue of incunabula in the university library of Pisa is continued 
by Luigi Ferrari. The usual departments conclude the number. 
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LIBRARY PUBLICATIONS. 
○ ○ ○ 

CATALOGUES. 
Bromley Public Library. Occasional List, 1 : Hand-List of Selected 

Recent Additions to the Home Reading and Reference Depart
ments. 24 pp. 8°. For gratuitous distribution. 

In this list Mr. Savage has given us a very fine example of the 
practical application of his ideas on annotation as codified in the 
current Library Association Record, The entries are given as full as is 
necessary, and there is a striking—and pleasing—absence of abbrevia
tions. Judging from this issue, the Bromley " Occasional Lists" 
certainly deserve a place among the best specimens of descriptive 
cataloguing in the country. The following entry shows many of the 
features: 

Colquhoun, Archibald R. Greater America. Portrait. 
7 maps, 1 coloured. 2 diagrams. 1904 C679 

Subject: The United States and her recent acquisition of 
oversea possessions, with discussion of the race question in America, 
transportation routes, and the influence the Central American 
canal would have upon American power and trade. Chapter on; 
How Greater America is Governed. Argument: complementary 
to that of the author's " Mastery of the Pacific," (C577). 

Brooklyn Public Library. Books Useful to Teachers. 11 pp. 8°. 
A handy little catalogue compiled from the recommendations of 

Brooklyn school teachers. In the larger branch libraries all the books 
mentioned in this list have been placed, and in the smaller branches a 
selection. 

Lincoln Public Library. Bibliotheca Lincolniensis: a Catalogue 
of the Books, Pamphlets, &c, relating to the City and County 
of Lincoln, Preserved in the Reference Department. Compiled 
by A. R. Corns, City Librarian. viii. 4-276 pp. 4to. 1904. 

At first sight, we thought that this was another of the sumptuous 
catalogues that American libraries have made familiar, and were agree
ably surprised to find that this was a home product. It is printed in 
large type, with broad margins, on good paper; indeed so liberal is the 
spacing that, although the page is a quarto, there are, on an average, 
only six entries to a page. It is arranged in subject alphabetical order 
under seven main headings: general works on the county; works on 
particular subjects: general works on the city; works on particular 
subjects; works relating to towns, villages and well-defined places of 
the county; works on general subjects by local authors; bibliographies 
of local persons; and maps, engravings, prints, &c. An index to 
names of authors is supplied. So far as can be judged, the collection 
seems a very complete one, and it has certainly been very well described 
in this catalogue. 
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BULLETINS. 
Bootle Free Library. Quarterly Journal. The December 

number contains most of the features already described, and has an 
illustration of the book delivery hand-cart for the school libraries. 

Brooklyn Public Library. Co-operative Bulletin. The Pratt 
Institute portion of the November issue contains a note on the works 
of Henry James and of Professor William James. 

Cardiff Public Library. Journal. We are sorry to see that 
with this, the December, number the publication of the Journal is to 
cease. Although to our mind it contained too much irrelevant matter 
to be the ideal of a library bulletin, it was yet one of the best in the 
country, and we hope that the committee will find it possible to resume 
the publication. In the meantime it should be noted that the " Biblio
graphy of Wales " is to be continued in some other form, and those 
who would like to receive it as published should send in their names 
to Mr. Ballinger. 

Darwen Public Library. Journal. This publication appears 
in a new and very artistic cover, and commences a new volume with 
the November number. It contains the usual notes and list of latest 
additions with occasional annotations. 

Nottingham Public Library. Bulletin. Contains lists of 
additions, and some notes on recent doings at the libraries. 

Peterborough Public Library. Bulletin. The November 
number contains a list of the additions made to the lending library 
since November, 1903, and a reading list on " Russia and Japan." 

CROYDON PUBLIC LIBRARIES. 
○ ○ ○ 

A SOMEWHAT novel document has been issued by the Education 
Committee of the County Borough of Croydon, consisting of a 
"Report of the University of London on the Educational 

facilities (other than in Elementary Schools) in the Borough of 
Croydon, by Professor Walter Rippmann, M.A., with a Special Report 
on the Polytechnic Institutions in the Borough of Croydon, by Professor 
W. E. Dalby, M.A." 1904. 

In this is contained a special report on the Public Libraries of 
Croydon, by Professor Rippmann, who was nominated by the Univer
sity of London to enquire into the educational facilities of the Borough. 
As this is the first independent report on a Public Library coming from 
a competent outside authority we have ever seen, we print the statement 
of Professor Rippmann in full, and heartily congratulate the inhabitants, 
Library Authority, and Librarian of Croydon on the possession of such 
a fine library system. The excellent and original work which Mr. Jast 
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has been carrying on at Croydon has been known to many librarians 
for years, and everyone will agree in thinking that the appreciation 
printed below is thoroughly well-deserved. 

" The Public Library is an admirable institution, a model of what 
a library should be. For five years it has been directed by a man of 
great experience and organizing capacity, who has been supported by a 
strong committee. No less than 400,000 volumes were circulated last 
year. The Central Library occupies a fine building, close to the hand-
some Town Hall. It includes a lecture room, capable of holding an 
audience of a hundred and fifty. The Library and the local branch of 
the University Extension Association share a good magic lantern. 

The system of cataloguing the books is excellent; due attention 
has been given to the department of books for reference, perhaps the 
most important part of the library ; the public are allowed access to the 
shelves, and the consequent loss in books has proved trifling; typed 
lists of books on any particular subject are supplied to students; books 
are sent on application from the Central Library to the branches, and 
vice versa, by means of enquiry by telephone and carriage by the Cor
poration electric tramways; lectures are given in which reference is 
made to valuable but almost forgotten books ; and a useful bi-monthly 
' Reader's Index' is issued. When a University Extension course has 
been arranged, a list of books bearing on the subject is sent to the 
lecturer, who is invited to suggest further books, which are purchased 
as far as possible. Information is similarly given to circles of the 
National Home Reading Union; but, unfortunately, the leaders of 
these do not always avail themselves of this opportunity. 

A number of good photographs of lace, woodwork, jewellery &c., 
have been selected by the Headmaster of the School of Art, and 
purchased by the committee. Two of these are issued on application, 
and are counted as equivalent to one book ; those who require many 
receive a special 'illustration ticket.' Any child, without limitation as to 
age, is allowed to borrow books, on the recommendation of the teacher. 
A grant of £300 has for some years been made by the Council for 
the purchase of technical books ; lists of these are put up on a special 
board at the Polytechnics. The grant seems rather large, considering 
how little advanced technical work is carried on in the Borough at 
present. It may be suggested that the purchase of technical books 
should be discontinued until the Principal of the Polytechnic is 
appointed, who will be best fitted to advise on this point. 

An important scheme is now under consideration for furnishing 
elementary schools with carefully selected libraries of a hundred to two 
hundred volumes (good fiction, travel, biography, &c.). It is suggested 
that the Education Committee should purchase these, the library 
undertaking to organize their distribution, while the books are issued to 
the scholars by their teachers. These libraries would be returnable at 
the end of the year, when they would be repaired and re-arranged, so 
that each school would start the year with a fresh set of books. The 
scheme seems likely to supply a great need ; to implant a love of good 
literature at an early age is of the utmost importance." 
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BY-THE-WAY NOTES. 
○ ○ ○ 

M RS. KATHERINE C. THURSTON (Book Monthly, Dec.) puts in a 
plea, or rather two pleas, for fiction reading which may well be 
quoted when the popularity of novels is so often made a text 

for the disparagement of Public Libraries. 
" T h e modern aim, the modern idea—with women as well as with 

men—is to live at the highest pressure attainable, to compress as much 
as is humanly reasonable into one lifetime; and the result of this 
feverish state of being resolves itself into a periodical and insistent 
need for distraction from personal concerns. To put the matter very briefly 
the novel is, to my thinking, a mental "rest cure" in an over-taxed 
world. We turn to it when our minds are tired, much as we turn to the 
sea, or the mountains, when physically exhausted by an arduous season 
—social or commercial.'' This view has been expressed before, though 
not more pertinently, but the following strikes us as being too generally 
forgotten by the " up-to-date " novelists of the twentieth century. 

" I think there is another ground upon which the novel may be 
granted a justification for existence : the ground that, except perhaps 
for the work of the dramatist, it forms almost the only social record of 
our times . . . It is an undeniable fact that, at the present period, the 
novelist is almost the only worker who finds romance—or rather inspi
ration—in actual social life.'' 

I T is to be hoped that those who live two or three hundred years hence 
will not seriously regard some of our recent novels as picturing the life 
and morals of present-day England! Farcical situations, equivocal 
positions, slangy talk and so forth, may be true to life in a very limited 
circle but, thank Heaven! not to the life led by the majority of British 
men and women. As the author of " John Chilcote" wisely says, her 
remarks (which we quote) are not to be applied to books that live their 
life strenuously and then cease to exist. 

LORD Rosebery's recent utterances at West Calder, on the need for 
someone to " act the part of the muezzin on the tower of the mosque, 
summoning faithful Mohammedans to prayers—one who should raise 
his voice and recall the names of good books and good authors which 
stood in danger of being forgotten," make us wonder if he was thinking 
of the good librarian whose multifarious duties oft include those of a 
counsellor and adviser to the enquiring would-be reader. 

F R E E Libraries and free drinks seem somewhat incongruous, but 
apparently the defendant in a recent police court case at Kingstown, 
Dublin, did not think so, as his plea of defence for drunkenness was 
that at the foundation-stone laying of Blackrock Free Library he got 
six pints to celebrate the event, and that each of twenty labourers was 
similarly accommodated! 
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THE BOOK SELECTOR. 
○ ○ ○ 

[This department is designed to meet the requirements of Librarians 
and other Book-buyers, who are aided in book-selection by brief 
descriptive notes on the contents, form and scope of new publications. 
The notes are compiled so that they can be used as catalogue-entries as 
well as aids to practical book-selection. Occasionally, short reviews are 
added, when the nature of the books seems to call for them. When 
no note is made as regards Indexes, it will be understood that one 
is supplied, or that the book is not in a form to require an index. 
Publishers will oblige by sending the prices of books intended for 
notice in this column.] 

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY. 
Cassell's Cabinet Cyclopædia, concise and comprehensive. London : 

Cassell & Co., Ltd., 1904. 8°, 9¼", pp. 1,358, illust. Price 
12s. 6d. net. 

A dictionary of science, art, history, biography and general information, 
with numerous illustrations. 

A useful, exceedingly cheap, and very comprehensive encyclopædia 
for family use, or quick reference in open-shelf libraries. It contains 
most topics of general interest, and many which are very special in 
character, but it was a surprise to find no mention of Libraries as a 
heading. The number of population of many of the towns of this 
country are not given, but as some compensation, many useful cross 
references are supplied. 
Harbottle (Thomas Benfield). Dictionary of Battles, from the 

earliest date to the present time. London : Swan Sonnen-
schein & Co., Ltd., 1904. 8°, 7¾", pp. iv. + 298. Price 7s. 6d. 

An alphabetical catalogue of the great battles of the world, with an index 
of generals, localities incidentally mentioned, &c. 

A valuable supplement to books like Haydn's " Dictionary of 
Dates," giving in many cases fuller details, and describing more battles. 
A useful feature is the addition of the name of the campaign or war in 
which the battles occurred. It is well up to date, giving some of the 
battles of the present Russo-Japanese war, such as Kiu-lien-cheng. The 
localities are not always specified, and even the countries in which the 
battles took place are not mentioned, and for this reason the value of 
the book is somewhat impaired. In a new. edition these omissions 
ought to be supplied. 
Bryce (James). The Holy Roman Empire. A new edition, enlarged 

and revised throughout, with a chronological table of events, 
and three maps. London: Macmillan & Co., Ltd., 1904. 
8°, 7½", PP- 1X. + 572. Price 7s. 6d. 

Originally issued in 1864. An account of the Romano-Germanic Empire 
from early origins to recent times (B.C. 48 to A.D, 1870). 
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188 T H E L I B R A R Y W O R L D . 

An enlavged reprint of Dr. Bryce's brilliant survey of early Italian 
and German history, with various useful chronological tables. The 
work has been considerably enlarged, and every library, whether it has 
the earlier editions or not, must obtain this improved version of a 
recognized historical classic. 

Geddes (Patrick). City development. A study of parks, gardens, 
and culture institutes. A report to the Carnegie Dunfermline 
Trust. Edinburgh: Geddes & Co., 1904. 4°, 11½", pp. 232, 
Must., plans. Price 21s. net. 

A series of suggestions for the improvement of cities, with particular refer
ence to the conversion of Dunfermline into a garden city, with numerous 
educational and recreative institutes, under the provisions of the Trust endowed 
by Dr. Andrew Carnegie. 

An important and suggestive work on the social side of cities, which 
will appeal to every reformer and educationist. It consists of a series 
of reconstructions of the existing city of Dunfermline, in Scotland, with 
the object of converting it into a garden-city, liberally supplied with 
libraries, museums, teaching institutions, and music and art institutes. 
Some of the conversions proposed, and shown in touched-up photo
graphs, do not appeal to us as improvements, but rather as attempts to 
turn natural fields and cliffs into an Italian formal garden on a huge 
scale, with rockeries, terraces and other out-of-place architectural 
accessories. The part which possesses particular interest for us is the 
brief section devoted to the library system. For this Professor Geddes 
proposes a complete reorganization of the existing institution, and its 
development along certain definite lines. He proposes the establish
ment of departmental libraries, card catalogues, a bibliographical research 
bureau, and generally preaches sound doctrine. He does not press the 
urgent claims of scientific classification, though he doubtless implies it, 
and there can be no doubt that if his proposals were adopted they 
would have the effect of converting a somewhat undistinguished library 
—considering its origin and advantages—into a centre of intellectual 
activity. 

Who's Who, 1905. London : A. & C Black [1904]. 8°, 7¼", 
pp. xx. + 1,796. Price 7s. 6d. net. 

A growth of 96 pages indicates that the productiveness of the 
living and the recognitions of rising talent, continue to keep ahead of 
the deaths and disappearances in the biographical record of the world. 
The current issue of this invaluable library tool is equal in every 
respect to any of its predecessors in interest and utility, and we know 
of no annual which keeps its place so consistently in the lists of Public 
Libraries of all kinds. 

Who's Who Year Book for 1905. London : A. & C. Black [1904] 
1905. 8°, 7¼", pp. x .+ 128, Price 1s. net. 

The annual classified supplement to "Who's Who," giving accurate 
and full lists of all public officers, newspapers, names, &c. 
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T H E LIBRARY W O R L D . 189 

Pepys (Samuel) Diary . . . edited with additions by Henry B. Wheatley. 
London: George Bell & Sons, 1904. Vols. 3 and 4. Price 
5s. net. each. 

This portion of Mr. Wheatley's admirable edition of Pepys, covers 
the period between January 1st, 1662 and June 30th, 1665, and com
pletes half the cheap re-issue in eight volumes, on which we commented 
favourably in a recent notice. At this rate of progress, librarians will 
soon be able to have the complete work on their shelves. 

Coquelle (P.). Napoleon and England, 1803-1813, a study from 
unprinted documents. Translated from the French by Gordon 
D. Knox, with an introduction by J. Holland Rose. London : 
George Bell & Sons, 1904. 8°, 8¼, pp. XX. + 288. Price 5s. 
net. 

A history, based upon documents only, of the events in the career of Napo
leon I, from the violation of the Peace of Amiens in 1803, to 1813 

Dr. Rose introduces this work as an accurate French study, on 
very unusual lines, and recommends it to students of the Napoleonic 
period for its original information and fairness. 

Davies (Gerald S.). Frans Hals. London : George Bell & Sons, 
1904. 8°, 7¾" , pp. xx.+ 144, illust. Price 5s. net. 

Life of Hals, the Flemish painter, 1580-1666, with a bibliography, catalogue 
of principal works, and reproductions of some of his best known pictures 

Another volume of " The Great Masters " series, edited by G. C. 
Williamson, distinguished by the care and accuracy in production 
which marks the previous volumes of the set. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

Hewitt (H. M.) and George Beach. Our mother tongue. A grammar 
and history of the English language. Twelfth edition. London : 
W. B. Clive, 1904. 8°, 7", pp. viii. + 404. Price 3s. 6d. 

It is scarcely necessary to do more than draw attention to the issue 
of a revised edition of a work which for years has been a kind of 
school classic for the study of English. The present edition is smaller 
in size than some of the earlier issues, and, as it has been partly re
written, may be commended to the notice of librarians. 

Burton (Robert). Democritus Junior. The Anatomy of melancholy . . 
London : George Bell & Sons, 1904. 8°, 6½", 3 vols. Price 6s. 

A reprint of a work originally issued in 1621, and edited from the sixth 
edition (1651-2) by A. R. Shilleto, which was first published in 1893. 

The York Library of thin paper reprints grows apace, and Messrs. 
Bell are adding classic after classic, with a regularity which promises to 
place every considerable work of pure literature at the command of 
everybody with small means and small bookcases. 
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190 T H E L I B R A R Y W O R L D . 

Book Prices Current: a record of the prices at which books have 
been sold at auction, from October, 1903, to July, 1904, being 
the season 1903-4. Vol. 18. London: Eliot Stock, 1904. 
Price 28s. [AUTHOR & SUBJECT INDEXES.] 

This most useful annual is once more to hand. The editor (Mr. 
J. H. Slater) reports the average price for the year to be £2 9s. 3d. 
per lot, which is lower than any average since 1896, with the exception 
of 1900. An interesting point which Mr. Slater does not mention is 
the drop in the number of incunabula sold, from over 290 in 1902-3 
to 193 in this volume. " Book Prices Current " will always be one of 
the most useful tools of the bookman, and the gradual improvements 
that Mr. Slater is introducing in the indexes, page headings, etc., entitle 
him to our thanks. We unfortunately, however, have again to repeat 
what has been said many times before, and to urge Mr. Slater to add 
to his improvements that index of early printed books, which would 
enhance so much the value of the work, and render it more than the 
equal of any similar production abroad. We may be wrong, but it 
appears to us unnecessary to rearrange the lots in each sale alphabeti
cally. Unless the whole of the entries are arranged in one alphabet, 
as in the American B.P.C., it would appear more reasonable to follow 
the catalogue order. If further space is required we might suggest 
that entries dealing with manuscripts should be left out. "Book Prices 
Current is quite indispensable to the librarian and the booklover, and, 
in its 18th year, bids fair to remain so. 

Emerson ' s (Ralph Waldo) Works. Vol. 3. London: George Bell 
and Sons, 1904. 8°, 6½ , pp. x .+ 542. [The York Library.] 
Price 2s. net. 

Society and Solitude, 1870. 
Letters and social aims, 1877. 
Addresses, 1844. 

The third volume of Mr. George Sampson's edition of Emerson's 
works, to be completed in four volumes. 

Dante. Divina commedia. Translated into English prose, by the 
Rev. H. F. Tozer. Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1904. 8°, 7", 
pp. iv. + 448. Price 3s. 6d. net. 

Contains prose translations of Hell, Purgatory and Paradise, with numerous 
explanatory notes for the use of readers who are not acquainted with the Italian 
language. 

This version of Dante's great poems is one of the most interesting 
issued in recent years, and, for public library purposes, could hardly be 
improved. It is just the kind of clearly printed and intelligible version 
required for popular use, and not being overloaded with notes, should 
be welcomed by everyone who desires a readable and well-conceived 
introduction to a great but difficult classic. 

Brontë (Charlotte). Villette. London : T. Nelson & Sons. [1904.] 
1905. 8°, 6¼" pp. vi. + 570. Price 2s. 
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T H E L I B R A R Y W O R L D . 191 

Bronté (Anne). The Tenant of Wildfell Hall. Brontë (Charlotte). 
The Professor. London : T. Nelson & Sons. [1904.] 1905. 
8°, 6¼", pp vi. + 478 + 254. Price 2s. 

Two new additions to Messrs. Nelson's "New Century Library" of 
thin paper classics, with frontispieces, very nicely printed, and only 
requiring to be printed on thicker paper to be suitable for municipal 
library use. 

Janes (Emily) ed. The Englishwoman's Year-book and directory, 
1905. Seventh year of new issue. 25th year. London : Adam 
and Charles Black, 1905. 8°, 7½", pp. xxxvi + 368. Price 
2s. 6d. net. 

This annual is another of Messrs. Black's indispensable works of 
reference which every Public Library finds so useful. It has been 
slightly enlarged, and contains the usual abundance of information 
concerning all the outlets for women's occupation, energy and enthu
siasm. The sections devoted to librarianship are, on the whole, 
improved, but we venture to think that the somewhat pessimistic tone 
of the articles is uncalled for. Without making any pretence to the 
prophetic calling, we have reason to believe that the outlook for women 
librarians in England is distinctly more promising than ever it was 
before. 

Goodchild (G. F.) and C. F. Tweney, eds. A Technological and 
scientific dictionary. Part 7. Maxilla to Naphthaquinones. 
Price 1s. net. 

This part of Messrs. Newnes' new venture contains a very interest
ing section on musical instruments, as well as other important articles. 

PROFESSIONAL EXAMINATION. 
○ ○ ○ 

TH E next examination of the Library Association will be held in 
the first week in May, 1905. In accordance with the regu
lations relating to the issue of certificates, the following subjects 

for essays have been set for this examination :— 
Section 1. (Literary History) " T h e Imaginative writers of 

Australia," or " T h e Essays of Addison." 
Section 2. (Elements of practical bibliography) "Bibliography 

of the literature of cataloguing rules, English and 
Foreign." 

Section 3. (Classification) "Dewey's 'Decimal classification,' 
with arguments for and against it," or "The Classifica
tion of the headings under which the history and topo
graphy of Japan should be arranged." 
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192 T H E L I B R A R Y W O R L D . 

Section 4. (Cataloguing) " The Evolution of the dictionary 
catalogue." 

Section 5. (Library history and organization) " T h e General 
policy of book selection for municipal libraries." 

Section 6. (Practical Library Administration) ' ' Binding 
materials." This essay is also to include draft specifi
cation. 

The essays themselves are not required before the time of the 
examination. They should be written on one side of the paper only, 
and there should be a margin on the left-hand side. 

Further particulars relating to the examination can be seen in the 
"Library Association Year-Book," or obtained from the Hon. Secretary 
of the Education Committee, 44a, Southwark Bridge Road, S.E. 

LIBRARY ASSOCIATIONS. 
○ ○ ○ 

T H E LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. 

TH E second sessional meeting of the Library Association was held 
at 20, Hanover Square, on Monday, December 19th, 1904, 
when about forty members and visitors assembled to hear a 

paper by Mr. L. Stanley Jast, Croydon Public Libraries, entitled 
SOME IMPRESSIONS OF AMERICAN LIBRARIES. 

Mr. H. R. Tedder was voted to the chair, and, after the transaction of 
some formal business, Mr. Jast gave a detailed and interesting account 
of the tour which he made in the United States on his way to and from 
St. Louis, as delegate of the Library Association. He visited some of 
the most important library towns in the States, including Washington, 
Philadelphia, New York, Brooklyn, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Provi
dence, Pittsburgh, &c., and enquired into the chief methods in vogue. 
These he found to be mainly elaborate work on behalf of children ; a 
widespread' and almost unrestricted system of open shelves; and 
extension of library influence by various other means. The paper was 
discussed by Messrs. Davis (Wandsworth), Brown (Finsbury), Roberts 
(Southwark), Kettle (Guildhall), Peddie, Hobbs (Bermondsey), 
Johnston (Hornsey), the Chairman, and Mr. Inkster (hon. sec), and a 
hearty vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Jast for his paper. In reply 
to a question by Mr. Kettle referring to an ill-natured remark in the 
Library Journal, Mr. Jast gave a full and satisfactory explanation, 
whereupon the meeting passed a resolution of confidence in Mr. Jast 
as their delegate, and condemnatory of the paragraph in question. 

The next meeting will be held at 20, Hanover Square, on Monday, 
January 16th, when two papers will be read— 

State Aid to Public Libraries. By T. E. Maw, Kings Lynn. 
Indexes Wanted. By W. Powell, Birmingham. 
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T H E LIBRARY W O R L D . 

LIBRARY ASSOCIATION CLASSES. 
The classes for the Lent Term, to be held at the London School 

of Economics, will commence on January 18th, next, when a course of 
eleven Lectures will be given by Mr. J. D. Brown on Section 6 of the 
Association's examination syllabus—"Practical Library Administration." 
Mr. Roberts will give a course of eleven Lectures on " Elementary 
Practical Bibliography," being a continuation of the course commenced 
in the Michaelmas Term. 

Mr. Brown will also conduct a correspondence class on the 
subject of his lectures at the School of Economics. Full particulars 
can be obtained on application to the Hon. Secretary of the Education 
Committee. Intending students who have not yet sent in their names 
for the correspondence class are requested to do so without any 
further delay. The fee for the course will be ten shillings. 

N O R T H E R N COUNTIES LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. 

TH E quarterly meeting of the above Association was held at Dar
lington on December 14th last by invitation of the Edward Pease 
Public Library Committee. The members present were Messrs. 

Butler Wood (President), Baker Hudson, W. J. Arrowsmith, B. R. Hill, 
G.W. Byers, J. W. C. Purves, Councillor Holmes (Goole), O. C. Hudson, 
Charlton Deas, J.Walton, W. H. Gibson, R .T . Richardson, C.J.Zanetti, 
T. E. Turnbull, W. Wilson, T. Hedley, D. W. Herdman, Miss Martin, 
Miss Hayler, Miss -Blyth, A. Hair (Hon. Treasurer), H. E. Johnston 
(Hon. Secretary) and several members of the Darlington Public 
Library Committee. 

The day's proceedings commenced with a visit to the Public 
Library, the members being shown over the building by the librarian, 
Mr. Arrowsmith. At noon, a meeting of the Council was held at the 
Library, and subsequently the members were received at the Temper
ance Institute by the Mayor (Councillor C. H. Leach) and Councillor 
R. Wilson (Chairman of the Public Library Committee), who enter
tained the visitors to luncheon. The Mayor presided, accompanied by 
the Mayoress. 

The business meeting was afterwards held at the Technical Insti
tute, the President (Mr. Butler Wood) occupying the chair. The 
Secretary announced that letters had been received from Messrs. T. W. 
Hand, W. F. Lawton, A. H. Furnish, A. Tait, J. Potter Briscoe, W. E. 
Owen, E. Bailey, E. Green, and N. Treliving, regretting their inability 
to be present. The report of the Council stated that they had accepted 
with regret the resignation of Mr. E. V. Stocks, a vice-President, and had 
appointed Mr. W. F. Lawton to fill the vacancy, whilst Mr. Charlton 
Deas (Sunderland) had been elected as a councillor.—Adopted. 

The President stated that the Council had had under further con
sideration a scheme for increasing the educational facilities of library 
assistants within the area of the association, and that they had appointed 
a committee to submit a full report on the question at the next 
meeting. © Emerald Backfiles 2007
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194 T H E L I B R A R Y W O R L D . 

A lengthy and exceedingly interesting paper on "Yorkshire as 
seen by the older topographers" was read by the President, and was 
discussed by Mr. Baker Hudson (Middlesbrough) and Councillor 
Holmes (Goole). It was intimated that the paper would in all proba
bility be issued in printed form. 

Mr. H. E. Johnston (Gateshead), the hon. secretary, contributed 
a paper on " What proportion of the library income are committees 
justified in expending on newspapers?" He thought this was a matter 
they as librarians would hear a great deal more of in the near future. 
His main contention was that library authorities were not justified in 
providing newsrooms as, having regard to their outlay, they were not 
used to any appreciable extent by the ratepayers or those who read for 
information, but rather by those who simply wanted to read the papers 
as a pastime or amusement. It was to be regretted that the word "news
papers " was ever inserted in the Public Libraries Acts, because it was be
coming clearer every day that their supply was a drain on the resources 
of library committees, both by their cost and by the space required for 
their display. The number of undesirable characters who frequented 
the public newsroom was one of the features that even the "Verminous 
Persons Act" failed to afford adequate means to deal with, open-air 
treatment being the first idea that occurred to one as of immediate 
importance. Many librarians would, he thought, abolish newspapers 
entirely within their library if they had the option; but short of that the 
blacking-out of betting news would rid the newsroom of a class who 
lived in an atmosphere of unrealized fortune and something else more 
tangible, and who were devoid of advantage either to the community 
or themselves. It was useless saying that such a condition of things 
was caused through lack of oversight; the expulsion of the loafer 
question was an extremely difficult one to deal with, and was moreover 
one which called for the most careful discretion and tact on the 
part of the librarian or attendant. The writer maintained that the 
provision of daily papers was a needless tax upon both income and 
accommodation, thereby curtailing opportunity for usefulness in a 
double sense. 

Mr. Lawton (Hull), who was unavoidably prevented from attending 
the meeting, sent the result of his recent enquiries re the utility of news
rooms, as also remarks on their management generally. Mr. Lawton 
stated that circulars were sent to every Public Library in the United 
Kingdom, and 206 replies were received. The returns showed that of 
that number 151 declared in favour of newsrooms and 49 against, whilst 
6 were doubtful. It seemed from the character of the replies that, 
whilst there was a certain amount of opposition to newsrooms, they 
were fulfilling a useful service, if not of a very high order; but his 
opinion was that the gist of the whole question was—at what point 
should a librarian draw the border line where a person was or was not 
in a fit condition to enter a public room and associate with his fellow-
men? The solving of this problem would, he thought, put an end to 
all complaints on the score of abuse of newsrooms. 
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Councillor Robinson (Darlington) said he had not seen much of 
the undesirable element in Darlington reading room; if newsrooms 
were abolished their libraries would be deprived of a great deal of their 
usefulness. The President remarked that in Bradford their trouble was 
with the dirty loafer ; he thought they would find a solution of the 
question in adequate supervision. Messrs. J. W. C. Purves, B. R. Hill, 
and G. W. Byers also took part in the discussion. Owing to the time 
being limited, as also the members expressing a strong desire that the 
subject should be further dealt with, it was agreed that the discussion 
be resumed at next meeting. 

The business meeting then terminated and a visit was made to the 
works of the North of England School Furnishing Co., the visitors 
returning to the Temperance Institute and partaking of tea at the 
invitation of the Mayor and Councillor Wilson. Subsequently, they 
were shown over the Technical College by Principal Hogg, after which 
a Smoking Concert was held at the Central Hall, where an excellent 
programme of music was rendered, and which had been arranged by 
Mr. Arrowsmith. 

The proceedings closed with hearty votes of thanks to all those 
who had contributed to the success of the gathering. 

THE PSEUDONYMS. 

THE last meeting of the Pseudonyms was held at a Cafe in the 
neighbourhood of Hanover Square, on the usual date, when a 
number of members attended to hold an inquisition upon the 

doings of the Delegate in the United States. The Bachelor of the 
Albany was voted to the chair, and after the usual repast had been 
despatched, commencing with sardines, potato salad and olives, and 
concluding with stale grapes and cognac, the Delegate was called upon 
to give an account of his stewardship. He thereupon gave a circum
stantial and plausible report of a reputed tour in the United States, 
including some realistic details of a £3 steerage passage across the 
Atlantic, and a number of convincing notes of a similar kind. He stated 
his positive belief that had Mr. Z. seen him prostrate in a deck chair, 
three days out from Queenstown, he would not only have withdrawn 
his Newcastle circular, but have rubbed noses with the Delegate, and 
administered, at his own expense, a powerful dose of aquae vitæ and 
H2O. A number of carefully prepared and occasionally humorous 
notes followed, on the libraries and the lady librarians of New York, 
Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Washington, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Chicago, 
Cleveland, Buffalo, Albany, Boston, Providence and Newark, and 
various articles were produced as evidence of the reality of the pil
grimage. The exhibition was somewhat spoiled by the showman's 
assumption of a strong nasal twang. The Bachelor of the Albany 
having called for comments, the Christian arose and expressed his © Emerald Backfiles 2007
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196 T H E L I B R A R Y W O R L D . 

positive belief that the whole of the alleged trip was a D O ! T o his 
mind the Delegate had not produced a single genuine scrap of evidence 
that he had been in America at all. He scoffed at a safety-pin badge, 
produced by the Delegate as worn by the Alumni of the A.L.A., and 
pointed out that it could be purchased for sixpence at Kennings or any 
other masonic jeweller. He laughed at a large, round enamelled 
number 173=Family Ethics ; marriage and divorce ; polygamy, 
infanticide, &c. —also produced by the Delegate, and stated that these 
chair numbers could be purchased in the city for 2d. each. As for the 
locks of hair and other so-called keepsakes produced, he remarked in a 
casual way that there were lady librarians in England, and that arti
ficial hair was just as well-known in this country as in America. Owd 
Bob, who followed, expressed his indignation that the Delegate should 
have selected none but open-access libraries to visit, and denounced 
the Delegate's remarks on such libraries as a dastardly attempt to 
mislead English Librarians into the belief that open access was 
universal in America. The Professor drew attention to the fact that 
there existed independent testimony to the presence of the Delegate in 
America, in the form of a very infra dig. paragraph in the Library 
Journal, which had apparently allowed Mrs. Jefferson Brick a free hand 
in order to ventilate a very petty toast-and-water grievance, with the 
object of discrediting a gentleman held in general esteem in England. 
He said that such a paragraph could hardly be a " r ig" of the 
Delegate's, because it looked sufficiently serious, and said that it might, 
on the other hand, have been influenced by the same trade interest 
which was the standing disgrace of librarianship in this country. Jack 
Shepherd also commented upon the impertinence of the trade interest 
in question, which was always intervening in library appointments, and 
scattering misleading literature throughout the land, and asked the 
Delegate if he had noticed anything of the kind in America. 

Other speakers commented upon the advantages possessed by 
the American libraries in regard to finance, and it was generally 
agreed that although they were far ahead of British libraries in staff, 
equipment, classification and housing, they were comparative failures 
as regards the main object of Public Libraries—to thoroughly attract, 
interest, amuse and educate the people. 

The Delegate, in his reply, stated that he had omitted to produce 
one of his strongest proofs of having been to America, and thereupon 
passed round a phial containing a choice sample of a Manhattan 
cocktail. When the meeting recovered consciousness, the Delegate 
was ventilating his grievance against the Library Journal for permitting 
an unfair and absolutely misleading comment upon a mere passing 
joke he had made in the course of a long speech. Everything of 
value he had said had been deliberately suppressed, and immense 
prominence was given to a foolish remark about the cocktail as an 
American institution, as if that constituted his sole contribution. He 
pointed out that the President, and all the sensible members of the 
conference, evidently regarded the matter as a somewhat feeble joke, 
because Dr. Putnam (the President) had alluded to the remark in a 
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jocular way, and no notice was taken of the matter. In conclusion, 
the Delegate paid a high compliment to the worth, earnestness and 
great accomplishments of the librarians of the United States, and 
stated that he had received much valuable information which he hoped 
to apply later on. The Pseudonyms unanimously passed a vote of 
confidence in the Delegate, and emphatically condemned the cocktail 
as an outrage and a fraud. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
○ ○ ○ 

THE BURDEN OF NEWSROOMS. 

To the Editor of THE LIBRARY WORLD. 
SIR,—It was with deep regret that I was forced to read Mr. 

Huntley's article on "The Burden of Newsrooms," but its title called 
for my attention as though it had been a magnet. I did not believe 
that any thoughtful man could, for one moment, doubt the utility of 
our public newsrooms. Although the undesirables enter therein, I 
cannot see why the closing of these rooms should ever be brought up 
for debate, as they are doing a splendid work. 

If Mr. Huntley were placed as chief librarian, I could not 
vouchsafe that the work he would do would help to further the cause 
of distributing free education to the masses, but his ideas would only 
tend to deteriorate the Public Library. A librarian, to my idea, should 
be most careful in his dealings with the public, as his word and work 
will carry much weight. 

This now brings me to the chief trouble—the tramp, the loafer, 
and any other undesirable persons who seem to have no sympathy from 
the heart of Mr. Huntley. I have always found no difficulty in dealing 
with these characters, for when spoken to on any point, they fall 
immediately into what you say, and give you no trouble whatever. You 
may refer to the tramp or loafer rubbing shoulders with the affluent; 
the corduroy with the finest broadcloth; the out-of-work with his 
late master. Get authority of your committee and of your local 
constable to turn away any unfit person you may think should not 
enter the room, which would put that obstacle on one side, and so free 
your rooms from filthy persons. After this has been done (but care 
and consideration should be taken not to drive away, but to show them 
the necessity of cleanliness and order), your rooms will become quite 
peaceful and cleanly. One often finds that "once cautioned, no 
further offence committed," applies to the public newsroom; for if 
there is good supervision over such rooms, I doubt not for one moment 
will there arise such difficulties as Mr. Huntley sets forth in his paper 
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To think of our public newsrooms being a burden, or even being 
suggested that in the near future such rooms will probably be closed, 
is pitiable in the extreme, as they are the foundation to higher reading 
and deeper thought, for with their aid we see the life of the world, and 
yet Mr. Huntley would deprive the public of this instrument of success. 
By suggesting "that the newsroom is wandering into by-paths and 
cross-lanes from the direction it was intended to lead," is nonsensical 
in the extreme, as can be proved from the good work it has done, is 
doing, and will do. 

Mr. Huntley glories when he is pulling someone to pieces, judging 
by this quotation:—" Who does not know the educated tramp—the 
professional man who has lost caste. His lost position is in evidence 
in his polished bearing and speech, and his present position in his 
poverty-stricken aspect. A black frock-coat, fearfully and wonderfully 
bright, buttoned up tight across a chest, innocent of either vest or shirt, 
trousers sunk into dilapidated shoes, and—horror of horrors—a scarf, 
picked up heaven knows where, around his neck where once stood, 
high and white, the immaculate collar. The newsroom is his only link 
between his present and his lost position." And yet Mr. Huntley 
would deprive him of that only link ! It is pitiable when one thinks of 
it, how do we know what has brought this man down to the position 
in which he is now so unfortunate as to be placed; can we get into that 
man's heart and read his tale of woe? Do we know what difficulties 
and obstacles he has climbed? Can we not give him a word of hope or 
cheer ? For it is the heart of man we want to learn about, not his 
outward attire. I admit that all are not to be adorned with fine feathers 
from my pen, but I can safely say that they should be treated with all 
respect. 

I am sorry in my heart that such has occurred in Mr. Huntley's 
mind, not that I have any doubts whatever of newsrooms ever being 
closed, for I think that a large majority will ever be in favour of these 
necessary adjuncts to a Public Library. 

WILLIAM T. BEESTON. 
Sub-Librarian, Wolverhampton. 

To the Editor of THE LIBRARY WORLD. 

SIR,—I have read with some astonishment Mr. Roebuck's strictures 
upon my article on the Burden of Newsrooms, which appeared in your 
issue of November last. 

For a trifle of a quarter of a century I have been daily associated 
with Public Newsrooms, and I remember a time when they were a 
necessary and an integral part of the Public Library. The newspaper 
was an important item in a man's expenditure: the magazine or review, 
a luxury confined to the affluent. In those early days the public news
room was the home of the leading journals of imperial or local thought 
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only. Can it be said they are so now? To this change is largely due the 
influx of much which has so altered the atmosphere of the staid and 
genteel room of the eighties. 

Though in no way questioning Mr. Roebuck's modest claim to 
speak on behalf of "hundreds of my confrères" it is certain I am by no 
means alone in the opinion that the newspaper-room is becoming a 
drag on, rather than a help to, the usefulness of the Public Library. 
This is by no means solely on account of its expenditure, but is largely 
due to the unpopularity that accrues to the institution at large by 
reason of the abuses to which attention has been drawn. 

Mr. Roebuck objects to my statement on the ground of its 
"unfairness," though he offers us no argument in support of his objection. 
In a large institution sufficiently rich, and with a large enough staff to 
employ an attendant constantly in the oversight of the room, the 
incidents I mentioned may not often occur, but that they do happen in 
most newsrooms at one time or other I am fully persuaded. To prove 
this, mention need only be made of the " blacking-out" crusade of a 
year or two ago, or the discussions of late, taking place in our different 
conferences on the question of shredding our libraries of the newspapers 
altogether—discussions largely brought about by the abuses of the room 
which Mr. Roebuck has not yet observed. 

To cry " Peace " when there is no peace has been the last refuge 
in all times of those who have not cared to remedy social disorder, 
and I respectfully desire to demur to Mr. Roebuck's ruling that to 
speak of our newsrooms as they actually exist should of necessity 
"irritate " anyone who has charge of these rooms. 

Yours faithfully, 

LOCKWOOD HUNTLEY. 
December 20th, 1904. 

To the Editor of T H E LIBRARY WORLD. 

S I R , — I have read with some interest Mr. Huntley's article on 
Newsrooms and Mr. Roebuck's reply, and must confess I am unable 
to understand the virtuous indignation of the latter. Mr. Roebuck 
seems to have read into Mr. Huntley's article a number of meanings, 
which to a casual outsider, are certainly not so plainly obvious, and to 
have " furiously raged " over an aspect of Library work which he does 
not thoroughly understand. My reading of the article was simply this. 
Mr. Huntley objects, and I believe rightly, to the profuse supply of 
newspapers which is such a marked feature of many English Public 
Libraries, on the ground that they attract too large a proportion of 
" undesirables," and prevent a higher-class of reading and reference 
matter from being supplied. It is often forgotten when newsrooms are 
mentioned, that they are really reading rooms containing technical, 
trade, scientific and literary periodicals of all kinds, and that the news-
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paper element is by no means so important as the name newsrooms 
would seem to imply, although its cost is out of all proportion to its 
value. The newspaper is only really valuable to a small section of the 
community—the unemployed—and there can be no doubt that its 
presence has tended more than anything else to vulgarize and cheapen 
the work of English Public Libraries in the eyes of ratepayers and every 
kind of candid observer. The value of such newspapers as the London 
halfpenny morning and evening budgets of unhealthy sensationalism, 
is infinitesimal, and the tone of many of the other newspapers is simply 
deplorable. They are false prophets of the future, prejudiced and 
inaccurate chroniclers of the present, and are so hastily and ignorantly 
compiled, that one marvels that any sensible person troubles to give 
them serious attention. As compared with the carefully-reasoned and 
deliberate opinions and records of the weekly, monthly and quarterly 
reviews their authority is contemptible, and I am surprised beyond 
measure that anyone of education should defend the intrusion of such 
partizan and unreliable media of scraps, into institutions which were 
undoubtedly intended by their founders to be mainly educational, and 
not centres for the dissemination of doubtful opinions and distorted 
facts. Practically every library in the Kingdom spends far too much on 
lavish provision of newspapers, and cripples its usefulness to a serious 
extent by employing the limited means it possesses in a wrong direction. 
Newsrooms are costly out of all proportion to their public value, and I 
rejoice that some authoritative criticism is behind the statement of Mr. 
Huntley. The remarks in Brown's Manual, the opinions expressed at 
the Newcastle meeting of the Library Association, and Mr. Morley's 
recent remarks, which seem to have been misunderstood, and their 
qualified nature missed, all tend to show that some kind of revision is 
necessary in this important department of library administration. 

THE ONLOOKER. 
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